
Established in 1978, Elettronica GF is dedicated
to building solid partnerships and providing
flexible solutions to enable our customer’s
success. Our team is dedicated to delivering
end-to-end product lifecycle solutions at the
lowest total cost of ownership – enabling
our customers to keep their commitments
and stand out in their markets. Our
expertise is in design and engineering,
electronics manufacturing and supply
chain management services.
Elettronica GF supply component
for embedded market as industrial
computer modules SoM, Panel PC
and embedded systems featuring
RISC/ARM architecture. We deliver
new high-quality products,
enabling our customers to reduce
time-to-market and total cost.
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DESIGN AND ENGINEERING PCBA AND TEST TECHNOLOGY
Thanks to a well-experienced team always available to work jointly with customer’s unique

specifications and requirements, Elettronica GF is involved in active product research,
development, assembling and testing.

Elettronica GF integrates a production and assembly department with multiple SMT lines
that supports latest technologies and uses automated processes. All products are tested
through advanced automatic optical inspection systems (AOI), In circuit tests (ICT) , x-ray

inspections and functional tests to verify the quality of the assembled product.

FAST PROTOTYPING

The key points of PCB design are
miniaturization, functionality and
long-lasting reliability. By invest-
ing in research and development,
Elettronica GF is able to use HDI
(High Density Interconnect) tech-
nology and components with latest
generation packages.

Elettronica GF has a consolidated
experience in the developing BSPs
(Board Support Package), FW and
SW application concerning out
products and custom embedded
devices.

Thanks to the in-house production
lines ElettronicaGF can provide fast
prototyping.

SOM PANEL PC EVB AND SINGLE
BOARD COMPUTER

Next-gen SoM and IoT Devices. Designed and produced completely in Elettronica GF
in order to reduce your development cost and time to market.
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